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Abstract. We develop a new cryptographic platform called SCRAM (Secure Cyber
Risk Aggregation and Measurement) that allows multiple entities to compute aggregate
cyber risk measures without requiring any entity to disclose its own sensitive data on
cyber attacks, penetrations, and losses. Using the SCRAM platform, we present results
from two computations in a pilot study with six large private-sector companies: (1)
benchmarks of the adoption rates of 171 critical security measures; and (2) links between
monetary losses from 49 security incidents and the specific sub-control failures implicated
in each incident. These results provide insight into problematic cyber risk control areas
that need additional scrutiny and/or investment, but in a completely anonymized and
privacy-preserving way.
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Media Summary
Criminals benefit whenever their victims hesitate to share information about a crime or refuse
to give details about its surrounding circumstances. There are legitimate reasons for this nondisclosure, but a lack of information-sharing allows criminals to use their past methods of success
on new, unsuspecting victims. This is the current, and somewhat surprising, state of affairs for
companies experiencing a cyber attack. Firms that share information about their attacks may reveal
sensitive information to their competitors, open themselves up to litigation, and damage their own
reputation in ways that could be even more costly than the initial attack. The long-term result of
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this standoff is that cyber attacks happen routinely but we learn very little about them collectively
because firms are reluctant to share what happened.
In the past, the only way to aggregate and share information about cyber attacks was through
a trusted third party. Every affected party would share private details of their attacks and the size
of their losses with this trusted aggregator, who pledged to keep the data private and only release
aggregated summaries and loss statistics. There are a number of problems with this approach.
First, some of these trusted third parties have also been victims of cyber attacks that have put the
data of all the submitting companies at risk. Second, many firms still refuse to share their most
sensitive losses with the third party for fear of accidental disclosure, reducing the effectiveness of
these intermediarites.
To address this longstanding cybersecurity challenge, we describe a new platform called SCRAM
(Secure Cyber Risk Aggregation and Measurement) that uses new cryptographic tools to compute
aggregate statistics without ever requiring a firm to disclose its own attack and loss data to anyone
else—even to a third party. At an abstract level, this is made possible by the ability to perform
mathematical computations on encrypted data that cannot be read or unlocked by the computing
agent. Leveraging these mathematical properties, we can gather locked data from firms, use our
platform to calculate a locked result, and then ask each contributing firm to help unlock only the
computed aggregate using their own secret cryptographic key. If any contributing company decides
to back out and not unlock their portion of the answer, the result will stay securely locked beyond
the reach of all parties involved. The power of this platform is that it allows firms to contribute
locked data that would otherwise be too sensitive or risky to share with any third party.
To test this platform, we invited seven large companies (each with over USD 1 billion in annual
revenues) to contribute encrypted information on cyber attacks they have experienced to our
platform. This served a practical purpose as well; their contributions include information about
their network defenses, which is suitable for benchmarking, as well as a list of all monetary losses
from cyber attacks and their associated defensive failures over a two-year period. The results of our
cryptographic aggregation process provide new insights into the adoption rate of defenses across
this group of companies, and new information about the defensive failures that led to the largest
monetary losses. These findings should help all firms direct their investments in cybersecurity to
defenses that have the highest return.
1. Introduction
Our economy and society increasingly depend on our ability to defend data and informationtechnology infrastructure. Despite this dependence, we only have a rudimentary understanding of
how to protect these systems and what defensive failures result in successful attacks. Measuring
cybersecurity risk and the material impact of events has been a long-running challenge (Cavusoglu
et al., 2004). Attacks are increasing over time (US Council of Economic Advisers, 2018), and useful
insights into the causes of successful attacks could help all firms improve their defenses. However,
firms currently have little incentive to report attempted or successful attacks. In fact, sharing such
sensitive information could invite regulatory scrutiny or create reputational harm for the company,
and many are understandably concerned that making their data public could provide a competitive
advantage to other firms (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2009; Swiss Re Institute, 2017). The result is
an environment where attacks happen on a regular basis, but collectively we learn very little from
them. Ultimately, we need to know which defensive measures (that is, controls) actually work, and
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which control failures lead to the largest losses as a way to direct scarce security funds toward the
defenses that will have the largest levels of risk reduction and return on investment. These insights
will remain out of reach until firms are willing to contribute sensitive data about their losses and
defensive strategies.
In this paper, we present a solution to this challenge with the creation of a new cryptographic
platform called SCRAM (Secure Cyber Risk Aggregation and Measurement). SCRAM can aggregate
sensitive but encrypted data from multiple firms without requiring any firm to disclose their own
data to others. The SCRAM platform represents an entirely new type of data collection and analytic
tool for data scientists to use for measuring cybersecurity risks. This platform will improve security
for all firms by allowing researchers to extract the insights from highly sensitive data that firms
would otherwise not be willing to share.
SCRAM employs several known cryptographic techniques to ensure that data remain private
throughout the computations on the platform and is never seen outside of the contributing party.
We build upon ideas put forward by Abbe et al. (2012) and Asharov et al. (2012).

1.1. Major Contributions. This work makes three major contributions to the literature. First,
we provide a proof of concept using real data from large firms to show how a platform such as
SCRAM can use multiparty computation (MPC) to securely calculate aggregated measures over
sensitive cybersecurity data. We build upon previous research that has used MPC to run a double
auction for the Danish sugar beet market (Bogetoft et al., 2009); securely link Estonian education
and tax databases (Bogdanov et al., 2016); develop a proposed method for protecting privacy in
large-scale genome-wide association studies (Kamm et al., 2013); run a simulation of a decentralised
and privacy-preserving local electricity trading market (Abidin et al., 2016); and perform an analysis
of the gender wage gap in Boston using data from a large set of Boston employers (Lapets et al.,
2016).
Second, we make substantial progress on answering the three long-standing challenges for security
practitioners laid out by Dan Geer (Geer et al., 2003; Hubbard & Seiersen, 2016): understanding
how secure a company is, knowing how their security posture compares to their peers, and evaluating
whether they are spending the right amount of money on security controls. Our computational
platform provides preliminary information to a subset of large firms with sophisticated cyber
defenses about which security defense failure categories are leading to the largest firm losses,
helping them evaluate and guide their security investments. We also provide previously unavailable
benchmarking data so that firms can compare their security posture against their peers. While our
sample size is small and includes only firms that were willing to participate, we are still able to
extract some characteristics about the distribution of losses and identify the initial control failures
that lead to high losses in these firms. Once identified, we can put additional focus on these
problematic areas in future rounds. This preliminary work sets the stage for a much larger set of
firms to examine how they defend themselves and determine which control failures have led to the
largest losses, which will allow us to begin calculating a return on investment for various defensive
measures.
Third, we illustrate some of the practical issues associated with pooling and computing with
encrypted data. We share the specific challenges we encountered throughout the data preparation
and computational process to the members of the broader data science community who may be
considering encrypted computations such as these in the future.
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1.2. Related Work: Secure Multiparty Computation and Its Applications. Secure MPC
refers to the problem where n parties, each with their private input xi , come together to compute an
agreed-upon function f on the collection of their inputs, that is, f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ). The problem was
formulated by Yao (1986) in the two-party setting, and by Goldreich et al. (1987) in the multiparty
setting. These works also showed a remarkable result, namely, that any function whatsoever can
be computed in this manner while revealing to the parties only f (x1 , . . . , xn ) and nothing else.
Since then, there has been over three decades of fruitful research on more efficient and more secure
protocols.
These classical works have a few major drawbacks when applied to our setting. The first is that
they require a large amount of network communication relative to the number of parties and the
size of the computed function f . While, in principle, we could connect the participant machines by
a high-throughput network, this is a logistical hurdle in practice. The second drawback is that the
computational work needed to securely compute the function is uniformly distributed amongst the
participants. This means that as the size of the function grows, the computational work required
from each participant grows proportionally.
More recently, threshold homomorphic encryption has emerged as a particular way of constructing
a secure MPC protocol (Asharov et al., 2012). This approach is attractive for our setting because
it addresses both issues described above. In particular, the amount of network communication
only needs to scale with the size of the inputs to the function, rather than the size of the entire
function. In addition, the bulk of the computation only needs to be performed by a single machine.
This asymmetrical workload is very desirable in our setting since, even when securely computing
large functions, it allows the participants to have weak machines that send the input to a powerful,
central machine and then later receive the result from this central machine. We refer the reader to
section 2.3 for a more in-depth discussion of this MPC solution.
In the last decade, many MPC tools and solutions have been optimized and implemented by
several libraries. These include the secure MPC libraries of the Boston University Accessible and
Scalable Secure Multi-Party Computation project (University, n.d.), the homomorphic encryption
libraries of Microsoft SEAL (Research, 2020), and Duality’s PALISADE (Polyakov et al., n.d.).
Finally, these tools have been applied to solve problems in several domains. We mentioned some
of the most prominent results that build real systems and solve a compelling real-world problem in
Section 1.1.
More recent related work in the area of applied secure aggregation includes the two-party
computation protocol of Ion et al. (2019), which securely performs a set intersection protocol
between two parties, and the privacy-preserving browser data aggregation system of Corrigan-Gibbs
and Boneh (2017).
1.3. Target Audience. The primary target audience of this research is the group of security
decision makers within a firm who are charged with deploying scarce security resources to protect
information assets, e.g., the chief information security officers (CISOs), as well as the policymakers
and regulators with governmental responsibility for cybersecurity. The paper will also be of interest
to the members of the broader data science community who are grappling with ways to compute
with sensitive data sets without putting the underlying data at risk of disclosure. Our approach is
generalizable over a broad set of applications.
1.4. Road Map. In Section 2, we describe the SCRAM platform and introduce the cryptographic
tools that underpin the secure computation process. We also explain the process of bringing in
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participants, the development of the data input structures, and the preparation of the data for
secure computation. Section 3 provides the results of two computations on 49 security incidents
contributed by six large firms. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the implications of this research for
the security community and data scientists. We conclude with a discussion of potential next steps
for further research.
2. Study Designs
In this section, we define our objective and then explain the design, implementation, testing, and
operation of our secure computation platform.
2.1. Definition of the Problem. Currently, the best aggregated data available on cyber risk and
its associated losses come from anonymized data pools (ORX, 2017; SAS Corporation, 2015) and
research surveys (Advisen, 2019; Anderson et al., 2019; Anderson et al., 2013; Eling & Wirfs, 2019;
NetDiligence, 2018; Ponemon Institute, 2016; Powers, 2007; Verizon Corporation, 2017). These
existing pools provide valuable, if imprecise, data on market risk, operational losses, and insurance
performance. However, existing pools and surveys only include information that firms have deemed
safe to disclose to an outside party. They lack the most sensitive data that would most significantly
improve our understanding of cyber risk. This research is an attempt to overcome this challenge.
In 2015 and 2016, MIT IPRI held a series of sector-specific workshops focused on protecting
critical infrastructure. The workshops included presentations by CISOs from four distinct economic
sectors (electricity, oil and gas, finance, and communications) who discussed the challenges they
faced securing and defending their networks (Brenner, 2017). A common theme began to emerge
across all four sector-specific meetings. The CISOs stated that deploying security controls was akin
to “investing in the dark,” because they lacked the necessary illumination into the defensive postures
and related losses of other firms that would only be available if firms shared information. Despite
this, the CISOs of these firms were also reluctant to share information because of the sensitive
nature of their own data.
To address this challenge, we brought together a multidisciplinary team of specialists in financial
risk management, cryptography, and computer security from across MIT to design and build a new
platform using cutting-edge cryptographic techniques that could be used to securely and privately
calculate aggregated metrics on cyber defenses and loss data, without requiring firms to disclose
their own data. This new SCRAM platform would provide clarity and visibility on how firms as a
whole defend themselves, and improve the understanding of the relationship between control failures
and financial losses.
2.2. General Approach. The SCRAM platform supports secure and private aggregation pools for
data, building upon ideas put forward by Abbe et al. (2012) and Asharov et al. (2012). We assume a
data set is distributed across the participants, with each participant contributing a subset of the data
entries into the pool. Using MPC, we compute fixed functions of the input data without revealing
the individual entries to anyone other than the participant who contributed them. MPC is a generalpurpose tool that allows participants who submit private inputs to a known mathematical function
to learn the evaluation of the function on their private inputs without revealing their private inputs
to the other participants. Our particular implementation of MPC is optimized for large, tabular
data sets. Technical details of our SCRAM platform, including these optimizations, are described
in Appendix A, and the sourcecode is available at https://github.com/CSAIL/ipri-scram.
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These MPC techniques allow us to maintain the accuracy of our computations without sacrificing
the privacy of the participants, a major benefit over other approaches such as differential privacy.
The main drawback of MPC is that it is completely agnostic with regard to the function. It will
faithfully produce the output of whatever function it is programmed to compute. MPC provides
no guarantee that the function output will not itself reveal information about private inputs. This
risk is mitigated by the fact that the function must be agreed upon by all participants in order for
the output to be learned by any participant, but there are still ways in which a seemingly benign
function can reveal information about a participant’s input. One example considered in this project
is maintaining the privacy of a firm with a large outlier incident when computing the average of
the input values. This is discussed in Section 2.8.
2.3. An Introduction to MPC and the SCRAM Platform. Traditionally, when members of
a group want to learn about trends across their membership without revealing information to other
members in the group, they need to select a trusted third party. This third party will gather data
from all the participants, pool it, run computations on the data to produce summary statistics and
analysis, and then send only the results back to the participants in the pool. The third party needs
to be trusted because it can view the data sent in by all the participants: Individual participants
cannot see the inputs of other contributors, but the trusted third party can see everything. The
process works well when participants are comfortable sharing their information with the third party
(a risk) in exchange for learning more about the dynamics of the group (a benefit).
But what if participants are unwilling to reveal sensitive data to even a trusted third party?
MPC offers the same functionality as the data pool described above, but without requiring a
trusted third party to see the data. This is possible due to a combination of the mathematical
properties of encrypted data and clever structuring of the computations.
SCRAM mimics the traditional aggregation technique, but works exclusively on encrypted data
that it cannot see. The system takes in encrypted data from the participants, runs a blind
computation on it, and returns an encrypted result that must be unlocked by each participant
separately before anyone can see the answer. The security of the system comes from the requirement
that the keys from all the participants are needed in order to unlock any of the data. Participants
guarantee their own security by agreeing to unlock only the result using their privately held key.
Cryptographic tools such as MPC and public key cryptography provide a way to perform
mathematical operations on encrypted data without ever exposing the underlying data. While
there are a variety of solutions to the challenge of secure computation, we choose an approach for
SCRAM that provides simple, straightforward security guarantees as well as support for complex
computation. Each of SCRAM’s steps are provided in Figure 1, and further technical details are
given in Appendix A.
2.3.1. Principal Components of SCRAM. The SCRAM computation platform consists of three
main elements: a central server, software clients, and a communication network to pass encrypted
data between the clients and the server. The central server manages the data collection from the
clients and hosts the core cryptographic software that performs only pre-defined and approved
computations on the encrypted data. It is also responsible for piecing together and redistributing
the joint public key that is used by the clients to encrypt any data for the computation.
The individual software clients create public/private key pairs on the local machine and enable
the input of data, its encryption, and the communication back and forth with the server. The
individual clients also play a vital role in decrypting the encrypted result of the computation run
6
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(1) Each firm individually generates its own key pair, where each key pair contains a public
encryption key and a private decryption key.
(2) All firms submit their public keys to the server.
(3) The server combines all firms’ public keys into a single joint/shared public key.
(4) This new joint/shared public key is distributed from the server to all firms.
(5) Each firm encrypts its private data using this new joint/shared public key, generating a
ciphertext (an encrypted block of data).
(6) Each firm sends the ciphertext of its private data to the server. This ciphertext completely
hides the firm’s data.
(7) The server runs computations on all the encrypted data, producing an encrypted result of
the computation.
(8) The server sends the encrypted result back to each firm.
(9) Each firm uses the private key they generated in Step 1 to partially decrypt the answer.
(10) Each firms sends this partially decrypted answer back to the server. Note that without all
the partial decryption pieces from all firms, the result is still completely hidden.
(11) The server combines the results of all the partial decryptions it receives from firms to
produce the decrypted result that is then shared with all firms.
Figure 1. Principal steps of the MPC implementation in SCRAM.
by the server. If firms wish to have an additional security guarantee, they can compile the joint
public key for the computation individually by using the public keys of every other participant as
well as their own. This ensures that the joint public key was generated correctly, that is, the data
encrypted with this key can only be decrypted if the firm’s own private key (which it controls) is
used in the distributed decryption process.
The computation requires a network to pass information back and forth to perform the operations
on the encrypted data. The only data ever transmitted over the network are either strongly
encrypted or the public key of the clients, which can only be used to encrypt data, not decrypt it.
The network uses TLS (Transport Layer Security) for a second layer of encryption to protect the
encrypted data in transit.
Once we completed constructing the platform, we ran a series of internal tests with synthetic data
to ensure that the results emerging from its computations were consistent with the known inputs.
These tests included a variety of data edge cases (e.g., large data files, data with significant outliers,
large numbers, inputs with decimals, and incorrectly coded data) in order to test the consistency
of the calculations and understand possible failure modes. The platform successfully passed all of
the tests.
2.3.2. Discussion of the MPC Implementation. There are many approaches to implementing MPC
that differ significantly from our chosen method. In this section, we briefly discuss some of the
trade-offs we considered when selecting our MPC approach. This section can be safely skipped for
readers who are not interested in these details.
When designing an MPC, one must frame it as a circuit that will be executed on the encrypted
inputs to produce an encrypted output. The first decision that must be made is the type of circuit
the MPC must support. In general, there are two principal choices: arithmetic circuits and Boolean
circuits. Arithmetic circuits consist of gates that perform arithmetic operations, usually addition
7
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and multiplication. Boolean circuits, on the other hand, consist of Boolean gates, which operate
on binary values. Common Boolean gates are AND, OR, and NAND gates. It is important to note
that both representations are equivalent in the types of circuits that can be expressed; however,
there are differences in the efficiency of these representations depending on the desired functionality.
Since arithmetic circuits allow arithmetic operations to be done in a single gate, they are a natural
choice for calculations that require many arithmetic operations. The downside to arithmetic circuits
is that several desirable operations, such as division and comparisons, are more expensive than
their Boolean counterparts. Boolean circuits, in contrast, have a much more expensive method
of implementing addition and multiplication, but can perform operations such as division and
comparisons with greater relative efficiency. For the SCRAM platform, we chose to implement an
MPC technique that supported arithmetic gates since a large majority of the operations in our
computations were arithmetic. In the future, we intend to explore hybrid solutions that allow for
the benefits of both types of circuit representations, but the development of efficient hybrid solutions
remains an active area of research.
Another important way that MPC techniques differ from one another is in the distribution of the
work to perform the computation among the participating parties. In classical MPC constructions
(Goldreich et al., 1987; Goldreich et al., 1991), the work of the MPC protocol is evenly distributed
between all participating parties. The classical case is not ideal in our scenario, since we are working
with participants in secure environments where it may be challenging to install new software on their
internal machines. The solution we chose was to distribute inexpensive machines with our software
already installed to each participant, and to select an MPC method that minimized the work
required by these commodity machines. To compensate for this large number of weak participants,
we chose a central server with enough computational power to run all of the MPC protocol. The
distribution of work in the protocol is very uneven; almost all of the work is happening on one
machine. In addition, the work done on the participants’ machines is largely independent of the
actual computation done on the encrypted data, which allows us to more easily update and maintain
the SCRAM software.
The MPC approach in our implementation is based on threshold homomorphic encryption, and
the particular homomorphic encryption scheme that we use supports arithmetic circuits. Solutions
based on homomorphic encryption have the advantage of supporting the asymmetrical workload
discussed above. More details are given in Appendix A.
We conclude this section with a brief note on security. An astute reader will have noted that we
trust the server to execute the correct computation in order for the full protocol to be correct. It
is important to note that while a compromised server may calculate the wrong function, it cannot
compromise the security of the encrypted inputs. In addition, all of the computations we consider
are deterministic, so the correctness of the server’s output can be checked by any participant who
also has the other participants’ inputs. While we did not implement this more secure protocol in
our current version, we plan to include this functionality in later versions for participants who are
willing to commit to a more powerful machine (i.e., one that can run the computation itself) to
ensure the correctness of the results.
2.4. Participants. We developed our first aggregate computations with the participation of large
firms (over USD 1 billion in annual revenues) that had a high level of security sophistication and a
CISO. Firms of this size have the technological expertise and resources to work with us to design
the appropriate questions and perform the internal data collection. The decision to focus on large
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and sophisticated firms also meant that outcomes from the computation would be more relevant to
organizations with sufficient resources and need to make use of our results.
One key question we faced up front was whether to focus on a specific industry, or to run the
aggregate computation on a broader cross-section of firms. The overwhelming preference of the
CISOs was to select firms across various sectors since security approaches in large companies are
relatively similar, and many CISOs have worked in multiple sectors.
We recruited seven firms to work with us, across the health care, communications, retail service,
and financial sectors. The participating firms had an average annual revenue of USD 24 billion
(median of USD 18 billion) and an average of 50,000 employees (average and median). We invited
a larger number of firms to participate, but some companies were cautious about putting sensitive
data into a new platform and preferred to wait to see the initial results before committing to
participate in future rounds.
This highlights an important issue with selection bias that may affect the general applicability
of these findings. The firms that were willing to participate in the first practical use of the SCRAM
platform have highly sophisticated security teams who understand MPC well enough to trust the
computation and submit their data. One team, in fact, sent a cryptographer on staff to monitor
the computation. Our results here should be viewed primarily as a proof-of-concept showing the
potential of the SCRAM platform, with any conclusion about security from our results viewed
through the lens of this subset of firms.
2.5. Developing the Questionnaires. We decided on two aggregate computations for the first
use of the SCRAM platform: one to benchmark firm defenses against cyber attacks, and another to
associate monetary losses to control failures. We worked closely with the participating companies
over four months to develop the two computations and their associated input formats. The data
input structures are explained below.
(1) Benchmarking: In the first computation, we benchmarked the adoption of a broad set
of cyber defenses to allow firms to compare their own security posture to the adoption
levels across the group. We used the Center for Internet Security’s (CIS) list of 171 critical
security sub-controls that are meant to help organizations better defend against known
attacks by distilling security concepts into actionable controls. The benchmarking consisted
of a questionnaire in which firms indicated if they currently implement each of the 171 CIS
sub-controls (Yes = 1, No = 0). We summed the results and divided by the number of firms
participating in the computation to obtain the adoption rate of each sub-control across all
participants.
We considered other frameworks such as NIST 800-53 or MITRE ATT&CK for this
benchmark, but we ultimately selected CIS because of the manageable size of the control
list and the quantitative and binary nature of the responses, which made them easier
to standardize across firms. We specifically chose to start with control frameworks at a
granular level instead of program frameworks (ISO 27001, NIST CSF) or risk frameworks
(NIST 800-39, FAIR), which have broader results but are more difficult to aggregate across
firms. However, it should be stated that our SCRAM platform is capable of running
computations using non-binary inputs or other security frameworks.
(2) Linking monetary losses to failed sub-controls: In the second computation, we
gathered data on losses and their implicated security control failures in order to identify
problematic security controls across the group. We asked firms to submit lists of individual
9
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losses and indicate which sub-control failures were responsible. For the computation, the
firms submitted a table with individual incidents on each row. Each participating firm
assigned a monetary loss (in USD thousands) to each of their security incidents and then
indicated up to five sub-controls (Yes = 1) that were responsible for each loss (either
because it was in place and failed, or because it was not implemented). In this round,
each implicated sub-control was assigned an equal proportion of the total loss during the
computation. We implemented a minimum loss threshold of USD 5,000 in order to exclude
routine costs such as reformatting infected machines, and to focus specifically on larger
incidents. The output of this computation was the total loss attributed to each sub-control
across all submitted incidents.
2.6. Data Encoding. Anecdotally, data scientists spend up to 80% of their time finding, cleaning,
and organizing data (Bowne-Anderson, 2018). However, MPC requires that all data cleaning is
done by the contributors (privately) before data are encrypted and submitted for computation.
With MPC, data analysts lose the ability to examine and clean the input data since it remains
hidden even after the computation has finished.
This means that the SCRAM platform requires a significant time investment with data providers
to standardize inputs and verify expectations in order to ensure contributors are submitting cleanly
formatted data free of error. A client-side script was included in SCRAM to verify that data
were formatted according to the agreed-upon standard, but these checks are only able to catch
major formatting issues rather than more subtle errors. To compensate, we ran various encoding
exercises to train participants on the process, uncover errors, and to harmonize inputs for the actual
computation.
For example, we ran an exercise to examine the variance of encodings across firms by asking the
participating firms to encode a well-known ransomware attack (Petya) and a generic DDoS incident
with the CIS sub-controls they believed would likely be implicated (up to five controls per attack).
The results of this encoding exercise revealed that a much broader base of potentially problematic
controls would likely be implicated than we had initially assumed. The five participating firms
submitted a total of 19 unique sub-controls with responsibility in the hyptothetical ransomware
attack and 13 unique sub-controls in the DDoS attack.
• Ransomware: 19 unique sub-controls out of a total of 25 implicated (5 firms)
• DDoS: 13 unique sub-controls out of a total of 21 implicated (5 firms)
In contrast, if all firms had implicated the same sub-controls, only five unique controls would be
implicated out of a total of 171. From this exercise, we learned that firms will likely view and encode
the same incidents in different ways when they assign responsibility for incidents. This highlights
the need to standardize the way firms record and encode incidents, which is a major direction for
future work, as described in Section 4.4.
We also took steps to ensure that participants would fill out the distributed templates correctly.
We asked participants to create a set of synthetic security incidents and encode them into our agreedupon template, and then send it to us to evaluate. We found different interpretations of certain
data fields and mistakes in the encoding of units, and reported our findings, with clarifications,
back to all the participants before the date of the actual computation.
2.7. Summary Statistics Trade-offs. In any MPC-supported calculation, the choice of which
summary statistics to reveal must be made with an eye toward the risk of data leakage from a single
10
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participant. Disclosing summary statistics can “leak” certain information about the underlying data
in cases where there are too few related observations. Since all results are revealed to all participants,
the design of an MPC must account for the worst-case leakage that the MPC could reveal about the
inputs. This is in stark contrast to non-encrypted computations, where researchers can choose ex
post which results are safe to release in order to protect against disclosure of the underlying data.
Consider a concrete example. Suppose a group of participants wish to run an MPC where the
input is a list of incidents, and each incident has a type and a cost. The output of this computation
is a count of the number of incidents of each type and the total cost of each incident type. If there
are many entries for each type of incident, then we can expect that the output of this computation
will hide the input of any individual party. However, if there are only a small number of incidents of
a certain type, then the output can potentially leak information about the inputs. The simplest case
of this is if there is only one incident of a certain type. In this case, the output of the computation
completely reveals the input entry corresponding to this incident type. The computation would
reveal the exact losses associated with the single event, but not the identity of the submitter.
Now suppose the output of the computation included more sophisticated statistics about the
cost of each incident type. If we include the standard deviation (second moment) of the costs of
each incident type, then any incident type with up to two entries would completely reveal the input
entries. This can be seen by writing out the equations for the count, sum, and standard deviation
and then solving for the unknowns where there are only two input values. This analysis can be
extended to higher moments of the input data; e.g., if we also release the skewness (third moment)
of the data, then any incident type with up to three entries completely reveals the original inputs.
One solution is to selectively withhold results that do not meet specified privacy thresholds.
However, this requires computing the privacy requirements inside the MPC function, significantly
increasing the complexity of the computation.
We approached this trade-off by evaluating which summary statistics are of the most interest
to our objective and analyzing the cases in which input data are revealed. The following are our
statistics of interest in descending order of importance:
•
•
•
•
•

Sum of losses per sub-control
Count of incidents implicating each sub-control
Moment 1: Average loss per implication of a sub-control
Moment 2: Variance of the losses for an individual sub-control
Moment 3: Skewness of the losses for an individual sub-control

Table 1 enumerates the possible summary statistics we considered computing over the input data.
Each summary statistic is based on observations related to a specific sub-control. We consider the
cumulative leakage from revealing each summary statistic based on the number of observations that
are summarized. For example, revealing the sum of the losses completely reveals all values if there
are zero values (since the sum will be zero). If there is even one nonzero value in the sum, the
inputs will be hidden. However, if the count is also revealed along with the sum, then it is necessary
to have at least two observations to hide the input values because if there is only one observation,
the count will identify this case and the sum will reveal the value. For this computation, we took
a conservative approach and limited our reporting to sums, counts, and the average in order to
prevent additional leakage.
There are a several mitigating factors that help protect the privacy of the contributed data in the
examples above. First, by using incidents rather than firms as the observational unit, we remove
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Summary Statistic

Obs = 0

Obs = 1

Obs = 2

Obs = 3

Sum of losses
Count of losses
Average of losses
Variance of losses
Skewness of losses

Revealed
Revealed
Revealed
Revealed
Revealed

Hidden
Revealed
Revealed
Revealed
Revealed

Hidden
Hidden
Hidden
Revealed
Revealed

Hidden
Hidden
Hidden
Hidden
Revealed

Table 1. Leakage of Summary Statistics by Number of Observations

any linkages to a particular firm. For example, while the outputs could reveal a $100,000 loss to a
sub-control with a count of one, there are no data indicating the source company of the loss, or even
how many other controls were implicated in the same incident. It is important to note, however,
that this may not hold in the case of extreme outliers (see Section 2.8). Second, the summary
output is only revealed within the group of participants, potentially lessening any impact of its
disclosure.
It is worth noting that this leakage analysis does not consider additional information (e.g., a
prior distribution over the inputs) that participants or parties who receive the computation output
may have that could assist them in recovering the inputs. This concern is particularly relevant
in the case where a large outlier is present in the data set, especially if this outlier was publicly
reported. Summary statistics that reveal disproportionately large losses can reveal which control
failures and losses are attributed to the single outlier incident.
2.8. Outliers. MPC protocols are secure, but they do require careful application to avoid leaking
sensitive information in results that could reveal information about the submitted data. One
challenge emerging from our computations is how to deal with large outliers in the data, particularly
because cybersecurity events are characterized by many small incidents, with a relatively small
number of very large ones. An outlying security event that is much larger than any others
can leak information about which sub-control failures led to that particular loss due to their
disproportionately large magnitudes.
A simple example can illustrate how a single outlier can leak data. If a single loss is 100 times
larger than any of the other 19 losses in a combined data set, then the proportion of the oversized
loss attributed to each of the failed sub-controls in that particular event (up to five) will be larger
than the sum of all other losses in the data set. This will effectively reveal the sub-control failures
associated with the largest loss by their magnitudes.
One potential participant in our computation had an incident that may have been much larger
than any of the other incidents submitted by other firms that we were aware of at the time.
Including this outlier had the potential to leak information about which failures led to the losses
of that specific large incident. We ultimately excluded the firm from our computations in this
round, but it illustrates the need to develop a better solution so the firm can be included in future
calculations.
There are two broad ways to address this potential leakage. The first and preferred method is to
ensure that the computation data set includes a sufficient number of high-loss events (at least three)
to mask which sub-control failures belong to which losses. These extremely high loss events (e.g.,
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significant breaches) are generally known to the public, so we should ensure that a sufficient number
of firms with these large events are included in future rounds to mask any individual outlier’s inputs.
The second method is censoring any outlier events that could leak data at the time of the
computation due to a lack of comparable events. However, this removes some of the most valuable
information from the data set, and limits our understanding of what failures lead to extreme losses.
We can include checks in future rounds that run pre-computations on the data for significant
outliers, and only allow the computation to run if there is sufficient diversity to cloak any extreme
inputs. Ultimately, the best solution is increasing the sample size to ensure sufficient coverage of
high-loss events. This is an important issue for research going forward.
3. Computation Results
This section presents the results of the two MPCs run with six firms on the SCRAM platform in
April 2019, one on benchmarking firm defenses across the group and the other on mapping losses
to specific control failures.
These results should be viewed as preliminary indicators of problematic controls rather than
precise estimates of predicted losses that might be applied beyond the group. In the future, we
hope to provide estimates with larger sample sizes that firms can use as part of their security
investment decisions.
Each participant took around an hour to manually input data from their company machines into
our dedicated, air-gapped terminals. Once the data were in our system, the computation took only
seconds to run and send its results back to each of the firms present for the computation.
3.1. Computation 1: Defenses and Security Implementations. The results of the first
computation are based on the questionnaire described in Section 2.5 and shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Data from the 171 sub-controls were first grouped by the 20 broad CIS control categories in Figure
2. The data showed a relatively high rate of adoption across the different control groups, which
should be expected from firms with this high level of security sophistication.
To put the level of sophistication of the participating firms in perspective, we analyzed adoption
rates for sub-controls in our sample with CIS’s own implementation groups, which divide the subcontrols into adoption categories for firms at different levels of security sophistication. The firms in
our group adopted 91% of sub-controls in CIS Implementation Group 1, targeted at organizations
with limited resources, 79% in Group 2 for organizations with moderate resources, and 63% of
controls in Group 3 for organizations with mature resources.
In Figure 2, we can see that the adoption rates for control groups 13 and 14 are markedly lower
than the others. Both averages are made lower by a low adoption rate of one sub-control in each
group. Interestingly, one of these low-adoption sub-controls has monetary losses associated with it.
Sub-control 14.05 1 (Utilize an Active Discovery Tool to Identify Sensitive Data) was only adopted
by one firm, yet it was implicated twice as a control failure, resulting in USD 187,000 of losses
across the group.
1The CIS numbering scheme uses the format (control.subcontrol). We implemented a slightly modified
numbering scheme for CIS sub-controls throughout this paper to aid with readability and data analysis.
In our numbering, we add a leading zero after the decimal point to single-digit sub-controls; thus 6.4
(CIS original) becomes 6.04 (our modification), and 18.1 (CIS original) becomes 18.01 (our modification).
Double-digit sub-controls such as 12.10 stay the same in both numbering schemes.
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Figure 3 displays the number of sub-controls at each level of adoption rate. The figure shows
high adoption levels for most controls, but 12 sub-controls still have less than 50% adoption. One
sub-control was not adopted by any firm. It is important to note that running this computation
among a group of smaller or less sophisticated firms would likely result in lower adoption rates and
a different distribution.

Figure 2. Adoption Rate: Average Sub-Control Adoption Rates by CIS Control Group
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Figure 3. Adoption Rate: Count of Sub-Controls by Adoption Rate Among the Firms
3.2. Computation 2: Losses and Implicated Controls. The second computation links actual
dollar losses of information security incidents to the sub-control failures that were deemed responsible
for the incident by the submitting firm. We did not know how many incidents firms would
contribute on the day of the computation. In the end, the six participating firms submitted a
total of 49 incidents from 2017 and 2018 into the computation for a total loss of USD 29.43 million,
corresponding to an average of eight incidents per firm over the two-year period and representing
roughly 0.06% of the firms’ total revenues over that time. The distribution of losses had many
small incidents, intermixed with a few large losses. Log management issues, communications over
unauthorized ports, problems with asset inventories, and a lack of well-functioning anti-malware
software were the most problematic sub-controls. We provide more detail on each of these findings
below.
Before the computation, we created a set of five broad loss "buckets" at different loss thresholds
to understand the distribution, while still keeping details of individual incidents private (see Table
2). We knew of one potentially large outlier because of a public disclosure, but ended up dropping
that firm from the combined computation due to a formatting problem with its input data on the
day of the computation.2
Figure 4 shows the number of incidents at the different loss thresholds. There were no losses
in the two highest segments, while most incidents fell into the lowest loss category. These figures
are descriptive of the firms who were part of our sample, but they could change significantly with
2Seven firms contributed data on our first attempt, but the results came back with clearly incorrect
output that could only have been caused by a formatting error. In one-on-one discussions with each of the
participants, we were able to determine which contributor had the formatting issue and excluded that firm
before running the computation again. The results in our paper are limited to the successful run with six
firms.
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Category

Loss Thresholds (USD)

Low Loss
Low/Mid Loss
Mid Loss
Mid/High Loss
High Loss

USD
USD
USD
USD
USD

5,000 to 50,000
50,001 to 500,000
500,001 to 5,000,000
5,000,001 to 50,000,000
50,000,001 and above

Table 2. Loss Thresholds, USD
different participants. A distribution can be seen from the results of many losses at the low end,
and relatively few at the higher end of value.
These losses appear to follow a distribution suggested by Eling and Wirfs (2019), with a large
number of small “daily life” exposures along with a few “extreme cyber risk” incidents. Hofmann
et al. (2019) and Wheatley et al. (2016) find similar results of heavy-tailed risk. It is important to
note that none of the firms in our final computation had a large incident with tens or hundreds of
millions of dollars of losses during the period. Even so, we notice a long-tailed distribution in the
group, even in the absence of any extreme outlier.

Figure 4. Count of Cybersecurity Loss Incidents in Each Loss Threshold, By Loss Size
When we ran the full computation, the security teams in the participating firms identified a total
of 76 unique sub-controls that were responsible for all of the reported losses. These sub-controls
represent just under half (44%) of all CIS sub-controls. Figure 5 shows a histogram of sub-controls
by the number of times they were implicated in an attack. There are 39 sub-controls that were
only implicated once. On the other hand, some sub-controls were implicated in up to 10 different
incidents. Sub-control 5.01 (Establish Secure Configurations) was implicated 10 times, while 13.03
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(Monitor and Block Unauthorized Network Traffic) and 18.10 (Deploy Web Application Firewalls)
were both implicated 7 times (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Count of Sub-Controls by Number of Times Implicated in a Loss Incident
The computation identified a larger list of implicated sub-controls than originally predicted.
This could be the result of a broad set of attack vectors or, more likely, differences in how firms
view and assign responsibility to individual sub-controls. Sub-controls such as 5.01 that had 10
separate implications clearly represent a security challenge across firms, and these sub-controls
deserve a deeper exploration of how their perceived failure leads to losses. Other sub-controls were
implicated only once, and they may, in fact, be capturing the same phenomenon as failures in related
sub-controls. Future work should examine ways to regroup sub-controls that may be implicated
interchangeably.
Incidents are distributed unevenly across CIS control categories (Figure 6). The controls focusing
on awareness and training (CIS 17), boundary defenses (CIS 12), and data protection (CIS 13) were
the most commonly implicated in security incidents with financial losses. It is of interest to note
that sub-controls related to security awareness and training (CIS 17) had the highest number of
identifications. This seems logical enough, given the prevalence of phishing as an attack vector.
This emphasizes the importance of training users to reduce the number of successful attacks. All of
the top categories, however, deserve additional analysis to understand why they are so commonly
implicated. Even if the financial losses are not large, the fact that they are involved in so many
incidents within the group of firms highlights the level of risk they pose to organizations.
The computation results show significant differences in total monetary losses attributed to
controls across different CIS categories. Figure 7 shows that audit logs (CIS 6), boundary defenses
(CIS 12), hardware inventory (CIS 1), and malware defenses (CIS 8) had the largest total losses
across the group. Audit logs (CIS 6) and application software security (CIS 18) ranked high on
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Figure 6. Incident Appearance Count, by CIS Control Category
both number of incidents and total losses, and require a deeper examination in future rounds. The
order of the losses by category are likely to shift with the introduction of additional firms to the
computation, but the data are still useful to identify categories with high losses.
The submitted data set allows us to look even deeper to the sub-control level to examine
loss trends in our small sample. Seven sub-controls had attributed losses in excess of USD 1
million (Table 3). The largest losses are linked to failures in log management, communication
over unauthorized ports, and a failure of (or lack of) software to prevent malware attacks. The
rankings are less important with our small sample size and may be the result of a smaller outlier,
but the grouping of sub-controls with large associated losses is a valuable take-away for security
professionals. A larger sample size of incidents will help us calculate the full scale of these
problematic areas.
There are concrete lessons we can draw from our existing observations. First, network logs were
implicated with the highest total losses of any sub-control. It is certainly a challenge to extract the
right actionable insights out of logs, but logs are a detection measure rather than a protective one.
Future work should examine why logs are attracting so much blame, at least in our sample. Second,
the sub-control for denying communications over unauthorized ports (CIS 12.04) had the secondhighest losses (USD 4.5 million), yet 100% of firms in the benchmarking exercise implemented this
sub-control. If this is the case, why is this sub-control still responsible for such high losses within our
sample group? To security practitioners, port blocking may seem like a standard security measure
with known and implementable solutions, yet it still accounts for high losses within our group.
The losses highlighted in Table 3 represent the largest losses in our sample, but there is a long
tail of losses associated with the remaining 70 controls that can be seen in Figures 8 (subset with
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Figure 7. Sum of Losses Across 49 Incidents, by CIS Control Category, in USD ’000

CIS Num

CIS Name

6.05
12.04
1.04
8.01
16.13
6.06
20.02

Central Log Management
Deny Communications Over Unauthorized Ports
Maintain Detailed Asset Inventory
Utilize Centrally Managed Anti-malware Software
Alert on Account Login Behavior Deviation
Deploy SIEM or Log Analytic tool
Conduct Regular External and Internal Penetration Tests

Loss
$5.825
$4.503
$4.300
$4.015
$1.632
$1.575
$1.350

M
M
M
M
M
M
M

Table 3. Largest Losses by CIS Sub-Control

losses greater than USD 100,000) and 9 (full distribution). Again, a few controls have high losses,
followed by a long tail of smaller ones.
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Figure 8. Distribution of Losses Across Sub-Controls With Losses of USD 100,000 or
Greater, in USD ’000
The names of the sub-controls with the largest losses are available in Table 3.

Figure 9. Distribution of Losses Across All Sub-Controls, in USD ’000
The data in this figure are the same as in figure 8, but the whole data set is shown to
better display overall trends.
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4. Insights and Next Steps
Following the computation, we discussed the results with the participants for about 90 minutes.
Several weeks later, we also held one-on-one conversations with each of the participants by phone
to obtain additional feedback about the experience. Participants stated that they were pleased
with the results. For many of the problematic sub-controls, the data served to confirm their own
institutional intuition of problematic controls held across their peer group. In other cases, the firms
were surprised by some of the findings, such as the high losses associated with log failures across
multiple events. The data highlighted a potentially deeper need to extract better information from
the company’s IT logs. Participants said that the benchmarking exercise allowed them to compare
their own internal protections with the averages across the group, but it was the monetary values
on specific control failures that they found the most useful in terms of focusing their future security
investments.
The three sections below describe in more detail several key insights drawn from the computational
exercise and the data. Section 4.1 focuses on insights for the security community, while Section
4.3 provides general lessons learned for the broader data science community. Finally, Section 4.4
highlights potential avenues for future work.
4.1. Implications for the Security Community. Several insights emerge from this research
specifically for the security community. First, MPC can be used to pool very sensitive data in a
way that enlightens the participants without sacrificing the security and privacy of individual firm
data. This is the first step toward a better understanding of the relationship between defensive
measures and returns on security investment.
Second, firms are willing to contribute their sensitive loss data into secure platforms such as
SCRAM as long as that data are never disclosed to any outside party, including MIT. What
this effectively means is that new cryptographic platforms such as SCRAM can gain access to
previously “untouchable” data that can then be used to inform market participants and meet
important challenges. Many of the target firms for this MPC were interested in participating,
but they wanted to see the results of the first computation before contributing their own data.
From a cybersecurity standpoint, this represents a new opportunity to create new cybersecurity
aggregation pools with greater reach and precision than ever before.
Third, our smaller-scale computation confirms the general heavy-tailed distribution of cyber
losses reported by other researchers (Eling & Wirfs, 2019; Leslie et al., 2018), but it also offers
new insights into which control failures are leading to those losses. The data highlight a set of
problematic controls among large sophisticated firms where security teams may want to focus their
own investment decisions and resources. Log management, boundary defenses, asset inventories,
and malware defenses appear to be key areas for future emphasis, particularly as this work continues
with larger incident sample sizes.
Fourth, although the firms in our sample have a high level of security adoption and sophistication,
losses often come from defenses that are well developed, adopted, and understood. In terms
of security posture, this is a preliminary indication that improving existing and commonly used
defenses should not be neglected in favor of expanding defenses into new areas.
Fifth, we find that the relationship between CIS sub-control adoption and monetary losses is weak
in our sample with a correlation of 10.3%. For example, sub-control 12.04 (Deny Communications
Over Unauthorized Ports) had the second-highest losses of any sub-control, but had 100% adoption
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across the firms participating in the computation. This is a preliminary indication that the use of
checklists may be insufficient for gauging the actual security posture and risk exposure of a firm.
4.2. Implications for Policymakers, Regulators, and Insurers. We hope that this article,
and subsequent studies using similar methods, will provide guidance to policymakers, regulators,
and insurers, all of whom are trying to establish government rules and private-sector incentives
to improve the security of the information systems on which our society increasingly depends.
A primary stumbling block in this effort is the lack of any factual basis for setting reasonable
expectations for the behavior of institutions, whether public or private. Absent such understanding,
it is difficult or impossible to allocate security responsibilities in a clear and economically efficient
manner. Our proposed techniques should yield greater insight into the return on investment of
different cybersecurity defenses than earlier methods.
With this information, policymakers can use better cyber risk pricing to write rules on security
allocation responsibility in a more informed manner. Regulators with responsibility for sectors
such as financial services, health care, utilities, and transportation will be able to fine-tune their
supervisory and auditing activities to test firms for behaviors that have been shown to be efficient
responses to known risk.
Finally, insurance companies, working with clients and their regulators, will have a better
actuarial basis on which to price insurance and empirical guidance about basic industry standards
of care. The first steps taken in this paper do not yet answer all of these questions, but the methods
we have demonstrated, when used at a large scale, should provide the necessary factual background
for the institutions responsible for assuring our society is properly protected against cybersecurity
risk.
4.3. Implications for the Data Science Community. Our project shows that firms are indeed
willing to contribute sensitive data once they are convinced that the process is safe and secure.
Cryptographic platforms built around tools such as MPC and SCRAM have to potential to launch
a new era of data sharing with privacy and security protections built in. They promise to allow
greater access to data sets that were previously too sensitive to disclose and pool, and we expect
to see more interesting applications emerge. We built SCRAM to be generalizable and scalable
in order to accommodate a broad range of applications and data types. MPC lends itself best to
situations where groups of participants would benefit from aggregated statistics and analysis, but
are unwilling or unable to disclose their data to any third party.
However, these security and privacy protections do come at a cost in terms of how the data can
be used. Data scientists should be aware of the key trade-offs and challenges associated with using
these tools.
First, new applications of MPC will likely require additional standardization work and significant
pre-processing efforts to ensure that data are submitted without errors and formatted correctly
since data can no longer be examined and cleaned once it has been submitted. This means that
data preparation at the source takes longer and needs a disproportionate level of attention and
education focused on the contributors. In our own computations, we quickly recognized the need
for new frameworks to help firms calculate their monetary losses from security incidents.
Second, computations and queries that will be performed on the encrypted data should be
discussed and agreed upon by the participants before they are coded into the computation, well
before any data are submitted. Data exploration is no longer possible under MPC in the way
practitioners use it today. Data scientists will not have the ability to explore the aggregated data,
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since it always remains encrypted, so any queries or computations must be coded and built directly
into the computation ahead of time. In addition, all firms contributing data must agree to decrypt
any results coming out of the computation using their own private keys. As the technology matures,
it will be important to formalize a governance process among the participants to agree on which
computations will be allowed to be coded into the SCRAM platform.
Third, some types of data leakage are still possible if queries or computations only use a narrow
set of observations. In Section 2.7, we showed how simple summary statistics can reveal certain
elements of the input data when there are too few observations. Solving this challenge involves
having a discussion with the participants to get a preliminary sense of what the general data will
look like and how many observations the SCRAM platform should expect to receive. Another
solution is to run mult-stage computations that are contingent upon an initial stage confirming the
presence of a sufficient number of observations to prevent any data leakage. Additional privacypreserving techniques, such as differential privacy, could be incorporated into future iterations of
SCRAM to address this leakage issue.
Fourth, significant outliers can reveal information about the inputs. This is a particular challenge
for cybersecurity, because large incidents are relatively few in number but have extreme values
attached to them. For example, our computation had no incident submitted that was larger than
USD 5 million in losses, but the NotPetya attack is estimated to have cost individual firms over 100
times that amount (Greenburg, 2018). This would have left the contributing factors assigned by a
company with a large outlier visible because of the sheer size of the loss relative to the others. As
discussed in Section 2.8, there are ways to screen for outliers, either through pre-processing at the
client before data are encrypted and submitted, or via a multi-stage computation. These need to
be planned ahead of time and built into the software. Ultimately, however, larger sample sizes will
ameliorate the problem.
4.4. Future Work. These results provide a compelling proof-of-concept for how cyber intrusion
data can be shared. Our next step will be to increase the number of participants and, consequently,
incidents in future rounds to produce more robust estimates, more complex analyses, and more
generalizable results. With a larger sample, we will also be able to explore loss distribution
approaches that cover both the frequency and severity of losses (Eling & Wirfs, 2019; Panjer,
2006). More data will also reduce the chance of outliers or single incidents leaking the magnitude
of an individual event.
Further work is needed to help firms standardize how they record their cyber losses. Standardization
has an oversized role in MPC implementations since the input data are never revealed (see Sections
2.6 and 4.3). Our research uncovered the need for greater standardization in calculating monetary
losses of cyber incidents. This will be necessary to expand the number of participating firms. In
general, future work should focus on standardizing data collection about attacks, monetary losses,
and other damages for further use on the platform.
This initial research gathered firms across sectors to contribute data, but future work with
more firms could produce both economy-wide and sector-specific computations to compare defense
postures, attacks, and monetary losses. Sector-specific computations will require sample sizes that
are large enough to mask the inputs of firms in each sector, particularly when there are outliers.
Our research focused on financial losses from cyber incidents because they are the most straightforward
way to compare harm across firms, but our participants highlighted other significant impacts, such
as reputational damage and intellectual property theft. These consequences may not yield large and
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immediate monetary losses, but may have a significant impact on future revenues or other critical
aspects of the firm. Future research should examine other types of cyber harm (Agrafiotis et al.,
2018).
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Appendix A. Cryptographic Details
In this appendix, we give a more detailed description of the cryptographic algorithms used in
our MPC SCRAM platform. The intended audience of this section is a reader with a background
in lattice cryptography and familiarity with the Ring-Learning with Errors (RLWE) problem.
Familiarity with the homomorphic encryption scheme of Brakerski (2012) and Fan and Vercauteren
(2012) would also be helpful. Familiarity with Asharov et al. (2012) is not necessary to understand
these algorithms.
The main cryptographic primitive used for SCRAM was homomorphic encryption, specifically
the scheme of Brakerski (2012) and Fan and Vercauteren (2012), from here on referred to as the
BFV scheme. Homomorphic operations are defined in this scheme for ciphertexts decryptable with
the same secret key. Our approach to designing an MPC algorithm based on the BFV scheme was
to design a key generation protocol and corresponding decryption protocol following the work of
Asharov et al. (2012), where all parties participating in the MPC protocol could encrypt their data
with the same public key, but a ciphertext would only be able to be decrypted if authorization is
given by all parties. The algorithms described below provide more detail of our specific instantiation
of the framework of Asharov et al. (2012).
A.1. Distributed Key Generation. Consider the standard BFV key generation protocol, which
outputs a public-key/secret-key pair of the form

(pk, sk) = (a, a · s + e), s
where a is a uniformly random sample over the ring Rq = Zq [x]/f (x) where f (x) is some degree-n
polynomial. Our key generation protocol relies on the common random string (CRS) model and
begins with the assumption that all participants have access to the same truly random seed for a
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pseudorandom number generator (PRNG). All participants then use this seed to generate the same
pseudorandom sample a from Rq . Each party i then generates the following key pair:
(pki , ski ) = (a, a · si + ei ), si



Once all these public keys are generated, the shared public key is computed by summing the second
component of each pki = (a, pki [1]) over Rq to get the following:
X
X
X 

pk = a,
pki [1] = a, a ·
si +
ei
i

i

i

The result of this sum is a well-formed public key for the BFV scheme, where the corresponding
P
secret key, sk = i si , is already distributed in additive shares among the participants. While the
error term grows by a factor of k, where k is the number of parties, we are only considering the
case where the number of parties is small. For a larger number of parties, the parameters of the
scheme can be easily adjusted to accommodate this slightly increased error term.
In the next section, we describe how decryption is performed on a ciphertext encrypted with this
public key.
A.2. Distributed Decryption. Consider a ciphertext in the standard BFV scheme, which has
the following form:

ct = a, a · s + ∆m + e
where ∆ is a public scaling factor to prevent the small error term, e, from corrupting the message,
m. Decryption is performed by computing the following function on ct = (ct[0], ct[1]).
m=

j ct[1] − s · ct[0] k
∆

=

j ∆m + e k
∆

Our distributed decryption protocol collaboratively computes the numerator from “decryption
shares" generated by each party, then the division and flooring is computed in the clear. Recall
Pk
from the previous section that the secret key has the form s = i=1 si , and each party i has a
share si of the secret key. We assume that all parties know the total number of parties, k, as well
as the ciphertext, ct = (a, a · s + ∆m + e), that is to be decrypted. Each client i takes their share
of the secret key, si , and generates the following decryption share:
di = a · s + ∆m + e − k · (a · si + e0i )
where all operations are over Rq and e0i is an error term sampled from a discrete Gaussian with
large standard deviation.3 The additive term (a · si + e0 ) is multiplied by k because when these
P
shares are summed there are k terms with a · s = a i si , each with a component a · si that must
be subtracted away.
Each sample di is then published. The security of this step follows from the fact that the tuple
(a, a · si + e0i ) is a well-formed RLWE sample, which is computationally indistinguishable from (a, u)
for a uniformly sampled u ← Rq .
3Such

noise terms are sometimes referred to as “flooding" or “smudging” terms.
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When all of the decryption shares have been published, the numerator in the decryption equation
can be computed as follows:
d=

k
X

di = k · a · s + k · ∆m + k · e −

i=1

k
X
(k · a · si + e0i )
i=1

= k · a · s + k · ∆m + k · e − k · a

k
X
(si ) − e0
i=1

= k · a · s + k · ∆m + k · e − k · a · s − e0
= k · ∆m + k · e − e0
Note that the message, m, is multiplied by k in this numerator.
Once this numerator is computed, the message, m, can be recovered by simply dividing by k∆
and flooring.
j d k j k · ∆m + k · e − e0 k
=
m=
k∆
k∆
Correctness holds as long as the magnitude of the error term, ke − e0 , remains less than k∆/2.
Using these two protocols, we have an additive homomorphic encryption scheme that allows us
to safely encrypt data from multiple parties with the same BFV public key. This, in turn, allows
us to use additive homomorphic operations on the encrypted data to compute the desired function
of the MPC protocol, and then use the above distributed decryption protocol to allow the parties
to obtain the function output.
A.3. Parameter Selection. We chose parameters for our scheme based on the NIST proposal
to standardize the security of homomorphic encryption schemes (Albrecht et al., 2018). Based on
table 1 in Albrecht et al. (2018), our parameters give 128 bits of security. Since our RLWE secrets
were drawn from the error distribution, we chose the 128-bit security level parameters from this
table, which gave us a degree n = 8192 and a maximum ciphertext modulus of 2220 . Our ciphertext
modulus was the product of three 55-bit primes, which gives a ciphertext modulus of 165 bits.
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